
 
Technical Rider 

Project Solaris 
General 
Theatre – Walking theatre 
performance 
Length: 35 - 55 minutes walk 
(depending on place and setting) 
Team: 3 - 5 persons (see below, 
extra actors) 
Audience: 30 - 50 persons  X 4 till 6 
times per day.  
The audience follows the show on a 
route of 400 to 1200 meters. 
Up to 6 shows per day in good 
conditions and max 35 minutes long. 
Max 4 times per day when 55 minutes 
long.   
Min. 1/2 hour break between 2 
performances.  

 
Space/location 
Streets – park – forest - big building. 
We can adapt to a lot of different settings. 
❏ 2 scenes need a (outside or inside) space of minimum 6x7 meters (including seats for the 
audience) 
❏ It should be possible to leave our props on the performance area during the performance 
days. (guarded) 
 
Sound & light 
☛ We give the audience mp4 players (iPods) including a headphone. 
☛ We only need 220 volts at the starting point of the route to charge the mp4’s and do not need 
any sound or light. 
❏ If we play at night, we ask the festival to take care of lighting the performing areas. All we need 
is sufficient light for the audience to see. There is no special lighting plan. 
 
Set up / Break down / extra actors 
❏ We need 2 or 3 days time to set the show and film the route. This can be done at any time 
before the festival. We’ll do this with a team of 3 and bring our own equipment and props. 
❏ After filming we need 8 days to prepare the footage for the show. This does not necessarily 
have to be done at the festival location. 
☛ Setting up will take approximately 1 day before the first performance. 
☛ Preparation time before the performance starts, will take approximately 1 hour before and after 
the performance. 
☛ Breaking down the set after de final performance can be done in 4 hours.  
☛ The team consists of 2 actors, 2 extra actors and 1 technician total, but we can also work with 
2 local actors that fit the profile, instead of our 2 extras. 
 
Backstage 
❏ We need a space where we can warm up and change near to the performance area, 
preferably with showers. 
❏ We need to wash our costumes at night (washing machine or laundromat needed). 
❏ We need 220 volts at the backstage or lodging to charge the mp4’s 
 
 
 
 



 
Transport / Parking 
☛ We travel with 1 van for the preparation visit / filming 
the location. 
☛ For the performance period we travel with 1 van + trailer (VW Transporter) and 1 car (or 2-3 
people by plane). 
 
Hotel / Meals 
☛ There are 2 vegetarians in the team. 
❏ If we travel with 3 we need 1 double and 1 single room.  
❏ If we travel with 5 we need 2 extra single rooms. 
 
Videoteaser / photo’s / more information about the performance  
www.dejongdewitte.nl/come2solaris.html 
 
Bookings and information: 
cc@entract.nl 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


